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A solutionto the followingproblemis presented:Obtain a principledapproachto studyingerror
patterns in sentence-lengthresponsesobtained from subjectswho were instructed to simply
report what a talker had said. The solution is a sequencecomparator that performs
phoneme-to-phonemealignment on transcribed stimulus and responsesentences.Data for
developingand testing the sequencecomparator were obtained from 139 normal-hearing
subjectswho lipread (speechread) 100 sentencesand from 15 different subjectswho identified
nonsensesyllablesby lipreading.Developmentof the sequencecomparatorinvolvedtestingtwo
different costs metrics (visemes versus Euclidean distances) and two related comparison
algorithms. After alignmentswith face validity were achieved,a validation experiment was
conductedfor which measuresfrom random versustrue stimulus-response
sentencepairs were
compared.Measuresof phonemescorrect and substitutionuncertainty were found to be

sensitive
to thenatureof thesentence
paffs.In particular,
correct
phoneme
matches
were
extremelyrare in randompairingsin comparisonwith true pairs.Also, an information-theoretic
measureof uncertaintyfor substitutions
in true versusrandompairingsshowedthat uncertainty
was always higher for random than for true pairs.
PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.71.Gv, 43.71.Ma

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, speech perception research has used
phoneme confusiondata obtained with nonsensesyllable
stimuli to infer perceptual processesor characteristics
(e.g., Miller and Nicely, 1955; Wang and Bilger, 1973).
The problemof interestto us was to developa method for
studying phoneme errors in perception of connected
speech.In order to accomplishthis, a principled method
was needed for aligning stimulus and responseon a
phoneme-by-phoneme
basis.
Example 1 is typical of the data we were interestedin,
which were obtained from a study of lipreading
(speechreading):
Stimulus:

Why should I get up so early in the
morning?
Response: Watch what I'm doing in the morning!
(•)

in the example,three words are correct (in the morning),
but the incorrect words do not appear to be selectedat
random.By inspection,we seethat incorrectwordscontain
both potentiallycorrectaswell asperceptuallysimilarphonemes to those in the stimulus words. For example, the
/w/in watch may correspondperceptuallyto the/w/in
why. Some stimulus and responsephonemesare merely

similar,for example,
the/S/1 in shouMandthe/C/in
watch. In this paper, we describethe developmentof a
3617
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system to generatephoneme-to-phonemealignmentsfor
stimulus-response
pairs such as example 1, based on sequencecomparisonmethods(Kruskal and Sankoff,1983).
We refer to our systemfor aligningstimulus-response
pairs
as a sequence comparator.
I. PRELIMINARY

SEQUENCE

COMPARATOR

A. DescriPtion
of the databaseusedfor development
1. Subjects

The data usedin developingthe comparatorwere obtained from adult subjectswho were recruited to be in
experimentsreportedin Bernsteinet al. (1989), Eberhardt
et al. (1990), and Demorest and Bernstein (1992). Sub-

jects who lipread sentenceswere 139 young adults who
reported having normal hearing and normal or corrected
vision and who were native speakersof English. Seventy
subjectswere men. Four men and eleven women visually
identifiednonsensesyllables(Eberhardt et al., 1990); their
data were used to generatecostsbased on a Euclidean
metric (seebelow). All subjectswere paid for their participation.
2. Stimuli

Sentenceswere the 100 CID

Everyday Sentences

(Davis and Silverman, 1970), recorded on video laserdisc

(Bernstein and Eberhardt, 1986). Sentenceswere spoken
by a male and a female talker. Consonant-vowel (CV)
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nonsensesyllables used for costs estimates (see below)
were spoken by the same male and female talkers. Two
tokens from

each talker

were obtained

for the 22 conso-

TABLE I. Cost of seventypesof elementaryalignments.
Type

Example

Cost

nants, /p,b,m,f,v,T,D,w,r,C,J,S,Z,t,d,s,z,k,g,n,l,h/, com-

Exact match

a,a

0

bined with the vowel/el/.

Substitutionwithin a visemegroup
Substitutionwithin consonants,but across

b,p,m
b,g

1
2

a,i

2

a,b

3

The isolated vowel/el/was

also

recorded.All stimuli were displayedon a color videomonitor.

consonantal

viseroes

Substitution within vowels, but acrossvocalic
visemes

Substitution of consonants for vowels and vice

3. Procedures

a. Sentences. Subjectswere instructedto type whatever they thought the talker had said, including sentence
and word fragments,and they were encouragedto guess.
Testing took 20-30 rain to complete.Demorestand Bernstein (1992) reportedin an analysisof data from 104 of the
139 subjectsthat, overall, subjectsobtained an averageof
1.55 words correct per sentence,which represents20.8%
of the 749 stimulus words. For individual subjects,the
performancerangewasfrom 0.01 to 4.02 wordscorrectper
sentence (0.3%-53.7%).
For individual sentencesit was
from 0.21 to 5.67 words correct (2.6%-91.3% of the sentence).

b. Nonsensesyllables. Subjectsperformed in a 23alternative forced-choice paradigm (Eberhardt et al.,
1990). For each talker, there were 46 tokens (two tokens

eachof 22 CV syllablesplus the isolatedvowel/o/). These
tokenswere presentedin randomorder acrossten blocksof
trials in each of two sessions.

4. Response preparation

Errors in responsesto sentencestimuli were corrected
when unambiguouslyattributable to spelling or typing.
Software was written that transmitted each responseto a
text-to-speechsynthesizer(DECtalk DTC01, Version 2.0)
that producesa quasiphonemictranscriptionas one of its
stagesin the text-to-speechprocess(Educational Services
Department, Digital Equipment Corporation, 1984). The
phonemic transcriptionwas stored line-by-line in a new
data file. Transcription errors were hand corrected. The
transcribed responsesformed the databasefor sequence
comparatordevelopment.Becausethe 139 subjectsdid not
alwaysprovide a responseto eachof the 100 sentences,the
number of responseswas 12 291.
B. Preliminary algorithm and costs assignment

Sankoff and Kruskal (1983) provide theoretical and
detailed discussionsof sequencecomparisontechniques,
and the reader who wishesto implementthesealgorithms
is urged to consult their chapters. Sequencecomparison
algorithms belong to the classof dynamic programming
procedures. In conceptual terms, sequencecomparison
restson (i) recurrenceequationsthat are usedto minimize
distancebetweentwo sequencesof elementsand (ii) costs
assignedto the possiblealignmentsbetween the elements
that are to be aligned.A main featureof sequencecomparison methodsis that they take into accountthe possibility
that the two sequences
to be comparedmay differ in length
becauseof the occurrence of elements in the stimulus (tar-

get) but not in the response(source) or vice versa.
3618
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versa

Insertionof a vowel or consonantin the response

1

Deletion

1

of a vowel or consonant in the stimulus

Initially, the simplestrecurrenceequationwas implemented (Kruskal, 1983, pp. 25-26), which calculatesthe
minimum distanceamongall possiblealignmentsof strings
(without permuting order). The distancemetric that was
initially adoptedwas basedon previousresearchby Fisher
(1968), Walden et al. (1977), and Wozniak and Jackson
(1979) on visual confusabilityof phonemesin nonsense
syllables.In those studies,groups of phonemesthat are
mutually confused at levels substantially above chance
(e.g., 75% mutual confusability)are referredto as viseroes
(e.g.,/g,k,n,t,d,y/is a visemegroup obtainedby Walden
et al. ). The visemewas temporarily adoptedas the basis
for assigningphoneme-to-phoneme
costs.
Table I summarizesthe costsof the various types of
elementaryalignments.Elementsin the stimulusnot found
in the responseare referredto asdeletions,and elementsin
the responsenot found in the stimulus are referred to as
insertions.The term substitutionrefersto alignmentof elementsthat are differentfrom each other. When an alignment is constructed, characters referred to as indels (here
'-') mark the occurrence of an insertion or deletion. Indel

costswere assignedso as to preventalignmentsbetweenan
indel and a phoneme,when a substitutionwas more plausible (in terms of what is known about visual phonetic
ambiguity). For example,the alignment of stimulus/b/
with response/p/would cost 1, but alignmentof stimulus
/b/with responseindel plus stimulusindel with response
/p/would cost2. Sincepreviousresearchhad not derived
a viseme classificationfor every English phoneme, some
costassignments
were basedon analogyto phonemeswith
similar place of articulation. The cost for aligning a consonantwith a vowel was made relatively high basedon the
rationale that consonantsare associatedwith articulatory

closures,and vowelsare associated
with mouth openingsof
relativelylong duration.Also, visualvowel identificationis
quite accurate (Montgomery and Jackson,1983).
C. Results

The basicsequencecomparisonalgorithmin combination with the viseme-based costs was evaluated

with the

responses
to the first 50 CID EverydaySentences,
lipread
by 67 subjects,29 of whom were randomlyassignedto the
female talker. The combinationof the basicsequencecomparison algorithm and the viseme costs estimateswas
judged inadequate,becausenumerousequal-distancealign-
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ments were generated.Example 2 showstwo of 11 alternate alignments obtained for a particular stimulusresponsepair (Stimulus:Here's a nice quietplace to rest.
Response:That's the way it goes).
Alignment 1
Stimulus:

hIrs

- xnAskwA I tplestUrEst
weItg-oz

Response: d@tsDx ....

(2)

Alignment 2
Stimulus:

hIrs

- xnAskwA I tple stUrEst
w .....
eIt-goz-

Response: D@tsDx ....

For some stimulus-responsepairs, alternate alignments
numberedin the thousands.In addition to the problemof
multiple alignments, many examples were observed in
which incorrect responsewords were fragmentedso as to
align acrossseveral stimulus words (e.g., /we/, way, in
Alignment 2 above). Phoneme-to-phoneme
similarity had
been maximized at the expenseof putatively realistictemporal correspondences.

Consonant data from nonsensesyllable identification
confusionswere submittedto multidimensionalscalingusing the ALSCAL procedure (SPSS, Inc., 1986). A fourdimensionalsolution was acceptedwith S-stress=0.084,
R2=0.96. The coordinatesof the 23 stimuli weresubmitted
to the SPSSx PROXIMITIES procedureto obtaina matrix
of scaleddistances.To obtain distancesamongvowels,the
confusionmatrix obtained by Montgomery and Jackson
( 1983, Table I, p. 2136) was analyzedusingthe ALSCAL
procedure. In conformity with them, a two-dimensional
solution was accepted.The resultingvalue of S-stresswas
0.264 and R 2 was 0.77. Intervowel costswere obtainedvia
the sameproceduresusedwith the consonants.Eight symbols usedby DECtalk receivedcost assignments
basedon
theoretical visual similarities, becauseperceptual judgments were not available. Those symbols were

/x, I,y,Y,L,N,G,M/. For example,the syllabic/N/, as in
/b ^ tN/(button),
/n/.

and indel costs were chosen as a result of informal

SEQUENCE

COMPARATOR

The sequencecomparatorwas modifiedin two steps,
reflectingtwo possiblesourcesof its unsatisfactoryperformance. First, an augmentedalgorithm was implemented,
then the costsassignmentswere modifiedto better represent perceptualdissimilaritiesamongphonemes.
A. The augmented algorithm

The augmented algorithm (Kruskal and Sankoff,
1983, pp. 297-299) assignsan additional cost to an indel
when it beginsand/or endsa sequenceof indels.The effect
of this algorithm is to reducethe fragmentationof words
causedby the useof indels.The augmentedalgorithm and
original viseme-basedcosts assignmentswere evaluated
with the samedata submittedto the original comparator.
Although the number of alternate equal-distancealignments could be reducedby employinga sufficientlyhigh
cost for beginninga string of insertionsor deletions,the
mean number of alignmentsper responsewas still an unacceptablyhigh 7.6.

B. Modifications to the costs assignments

Viseme groupings,becauseof the manner in which
they are obtained,obscuremore subtlepatternsof dissim'ilarities among phonemes (see, e.g., Benguerel and
Pichora-Fuller, 1982; Scheinberg,1988). If the costsassignmentsare regarded as a representationof perceptual
dissimilarityspace,multidimensionalscalingsuggests
itself
as a sourcefor cost estimates.Having obtaineda scaling
solution,it is straightforwardto usethe coordinatesof each
of the scaledentitiesto obtainEuclideandistancesamong
them. Therefore, in order to obtain a more refined set of

costsassignments,scaleddistancesamong phonemeswere
derived from data on visual identificationof nonsensesyllables.
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but

extensiveobservationsof the comparator'sperformance.
The augmentedalgorithm and the costsassignments
based on Euclidean

II. MODIFIED

was defined to be visually identical to

Substitution costs between vowels and consonants,

distances were submitted

to an initial

evaluationincorporatingtwo criteria: Was the number of
unique solutions (i.e., stimulus-responsepairs for which
only one alignmentwas obtained) adequatelyhigh?Were
the alignmentsplausible on a priori grounds related to
knowledgeaboutthe visualconfusabilityof phonemes,that
is, did they have face validity?This evaluationmade useof
the responsesto the entire database.
C. Properties of equal-distance alignments

The augmentedalgorithmrequiredselectionof a value
to be chargedfor initiating a string of indels.All the data
were run through the sequencecomparator severaltimes
with a rangeof initiation values.Above a particular value,
the number of alternate equal-distancealignments remained fairly constant.A value was chosenthat resultedin
a mean of 1.32 alternatealignmentsper stimulus-response
pair. This resultedin 9 540 responses
uniquelyalignedand
2 129 with dual equal-distancealignments.The characteristics of the 2 129 dual alignments were investigated:
46.5% (990 responses)were the result of one indeterminate phonemealignment;37.7% (803 responses)occurred
becausea string of responsephonemeswas aligned with a
string of insertionsplacedin two alternatelocationsin the
stimulus;and the remaining 15.8% (336) with alternate
alignments involved multiple substitution differences.
Therefore, most dual alignmentsmay be consideredtrivially different.That is, they tend to differ by the alignment
of indel charactersor one phoneme.
D. Face validity

Table II givesexamplesof alignmentsfor one stimulus
sentence.Close scrutiny of many such alignments suggested that this particular sequence comparator had
achievedthe initial goal, and hencefurther evaluationwas
appropriate.
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TABLE II. Selectedalignmentsfor sentence76, "She'll only be gonea few minutes."
Response

Alignment

1 She won't let for a minute

#Si
L#on-li#- bi#gcn#x#fY#mlnlts#
#Si#w ont#1E t#
fR#x#mln,t-#

2 You know you'll be gone for months

#Si L#o --n
#-Y#n

3 Don't

#SiL#onl

be for me

#--d

4 Don't

li#bi#gcn#x#fY#mIn•ts#

o#yuL#--

bi#gcn#-

i#bi#gcn#x#fY#mIn•ts#

ont#-

bi# ....

fR#mi ....

#SiL#on- li#bi#gcn#x#-

look out for me

#--d

fR#m^n-Ts#

ont#1U

....

#

fY#mln•ts#

k#W t#fR#mi

....

#

#Si L#o nli#bi#gcn#x#fY#mIn•ts#

5 You know who my offer please

#-Y#n

o#h-u#ma#---

#Si L#onl i#---

6 You don't even belongin this

#-Y#d

ont#i

c fr#p-li-z#

bi#gcn#x#fY#mIn-•ts#

vxn#bx

lcG# ....

In#DI-s#

Note: The symbol "•" represents a word boundary.

III. EXPERIMENT:
RANDOMLY
TRUE STIMULUS-RESPONSE

ASSIGNED
PAIRS

VERSUS

representseach possiblesubstitutionerror in turn. Uncertainty is high when a stimulusphonemeis paired with a
variety of relatively, equally probable responsesand low
The comparator'ssensitivityto characteristicsof the
when it is paired with a few relatively, highly probable
data suppliedto it was evaluated.An initial questionwas:
Sincethe possiblesubstitutionsare a functionof
Would it produce numerous phoneme-W-phoneme responses.
matchesregardlessof the nature of the stimulus-response the costsassignment,even the random pairs will have a
certain quantity of systematicity.Nevertheless,substitupairs providedas input, for example,if there were no perceptualbasisfor the relationshipbetweenstimulusand retion uncertainty should be lower for phoneroesin true
sponsestrings?To evaluate this question,the number of
pairs, becauseperceiversshould generateeven more sysexact phonemematchesobtainedin alignmentsfrom true
tematic elementaryalignmentsthan would a random pairversus randomly assignedstimulus-responsepairs was
ing. One reasonwhy this might occur is that perceivers
compared. Phonemescorrect in randomly assignedpairs
may constraintheir responses
in relation to precedingsenshould reflect general constraints(phonetic, lexical, and
tential semantic constraints.
syntactic) acrossthe entire set of stimuli and responses.
Matches in true pairs should reflect perceptualprocesses,
in addition to the samegeneralconstraints.
However, becausethepurposeof the sequencecomparNumber
of Sentences
ator was primarily to study error patternsin sentences,it
was necessaryto determinethat phonemesubstitutionpatlOOO
terns varied as a function of the data. If substitutionpatternsare the sameregardlessof how stimulusand response
stringsare paired, then clearly the alignmentsreflectonly
lOO
the propertiesof the comparator and not of perceptual
processes.
To evaluatethis question,uncertaintymeasured
lO
in bits was calculatedfor phoneme-to-phoneme
substitutions in true versusrandomly assignedstimulus-response
pairs.That is, the alignmentprocedurewasheld constant,
but the responses
were submittedto the comparatorwith
o
50
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
true or randomly assignedstimulussentences.Uncertainty
Number
of Phonemes
Correct
(or entropy) was calculatedper stimulusphonemeas
True Pairs

--O-- Random Pairs

-- i Pk
1og2pk,
k=l

FIG.

wherep• is the proportionof phonemesubstitutions
for the
kth responsephonemeand k is an indexof summationthat
3620
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1. Distribution

of sentences as a function of the number of correct

phonemesin true versus random pairings of stimulus and response.
N= 11 468 random pairs, N= 12 291 true pairs.
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A. Method

Bits
3.5

1. Data preparation

An SPSS
x programrandomlyassignedstimulusnumbers to each of the 12 291 responsessuch that the true
stimulusand responsewere never paired. Then the true
and random stimulus-response
pairs were separatelysubmitted to the sequencecomparator.A responsedistribution wasobtainedfor eachof the 2 124 stimulusphonemes
in the 100 CID Sentences.Substitutionuncertainty was
then calculatedon substitutionerrors in the responsedistributionsfor individual phonemesfor true versusrandom
pairings.Only unique alignmentsand one of the two from
dual alignmentswere usedin the analyses.

3.0

l

+True
Pairs

-•-

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

I

l]

Ill]

eACDEGI

[•_LL2]

illIll

I

A abcde

f g h i k I mnop

Stimulus

(i.e., 313 lexical items and 749 tokens). Two hundred four

lexical items were usedonly once,but 545 were repeated,
with the providing the highestcontributionat 35 occurrences.Furthermore, a concordanceanalysisshowedthat
many words occurred in similar contexts.For example,
how do you, occurred three times. Random stimulusresponsepairs would be expectedto producea certain
quantity of phonemematchessimply on the basisof the
restrictedrange of words and phrasesin the stimuli. That
this occurredrarely showsthat the comparatoris not free
to optimizeisolatedportionsof alignmentsat the expense
of the total alignment, as guaranteedby the recurrence
algorithm.
Figure 2 showsaveragesubstitutionuncertainty,holding type of pair (true or random) constant.Each data
point was obtainedby averagingthe substitutionuncertainty for all occurrencesof a particular phoneme.The
figure shows that random pairs consistentlyproduced
higher phonemesubstitutionuncertainty.Thus although
alignmentsare constrainedby the costsassignment,this
constraintis not so greatas to concealperceptuallygenerated error proportions.This result supportsthe hypothesis
that errors in true responses
reflect perceptualprocesses
that operatesimilarlyacrosssubjects,
producingsystematic
error patterns.
3. Discussion

The heuristicnature of the sequencecomparatordeservescomment.It wasassumedthat with appropriatead3621
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2. Results

Figure 1 showsthe numberof stimulus-response
pairs
that resulted in from 0 to 49 phonemescorrect for true
versusrandompairs. The figureshowsthat when sentences
were randomlyassigned,the likelihoodof obtainingsix or
more phonemes"correct" (i.e., exact matches) was extremely low. In fact, 96.7% percentof the random pairs
( 11 892) resultedin five or fewer exact phonemematches.
In contrast,49% of the true pairsresultedin five or more
exact phonemematches.Thus true responsescan be distinguishedfrom randomlyassignedresponses.
The low numberof phonemematchesfor randompairingsneedsto be consideredin relation to the contentof the
stimulussetas a whole.The CID EverydaySentences
have
relativelyfew lexical items.The type-tokenratio was 0.42
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]

:

Phoneme

FIG. 2. Averagesubstitutionuncertaintyfor each stimulusphonemeas a
functionof the type of data: true versusrandompairingsof stimulusand
response.N= 11 468 random pairs, N= 11 666 true pairs.

ditional tools (such as statistics and software to extract

patternsin alignments,which we have written) systematic
performancepatternscould be capturedwithin an experimental paradigmthat requiressubjectsto perform a relatively unconstrainedtask. This method was appliedto results from a comparative study of normal-hearing and
profoundly hearing-impaired young adults (Bernstein,
1993). Among resultswasthe findingthat substitutionuncertaintywas higher for normal-hearinglipreaders.Other
analysesof comparatoroutput have been shown to be effective in illuminating individual differences among
normal-hearing lipreaders (Demorest and Bernstein,
1991).

We are currently preparingto substituteDECtalk with
an onlinelexicon[Seitz (in preparation)]with which phonetic detail in the transcriptionscan be controlled,including information regardinglexical stress.We are also investigatingvisualspeechperceptionof phonemesin the major
phoneticcontextsof English.Dependingon the outcomes
of this study,the comparatorwill be modifiedaswell asthe
level of phoneticdetail in the transcriptions.
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•In thispaper,phonological
notationcorresponds
to that usedby the
DECtalk text-to-speechsystem,which was used to obtain all of the
transcriptions.
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